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I just about cried when I tasted the Hungarian cabbage rolls in this book. I bought this cookbook a
few years back and this is my favorite! I never was graced with being able to spend a day with my
grandmother in the kitchen learning her recipes that she brought over from Hungary. Jeff has nailed
them! I have spent years tasting other peoples Hungarian recepies and none have come close. The
secrete is in the paprika gravy!For anyone who is truly looking for an international cookbook, this is
a must! My family and I have had more fun with this cookbook trying all the different recepies from
all over the wolrld.PBS....Bring back Jeff Smith.... Jeff if you are out there...we miss you in
Cleveland!

My family has been using this cookbook for about 15 years, and we all love it. My brother and I
started using it as high school kids, and loved experimenting with the enormous range of completely
different cuisines represented here. When we left home our parents gave us each copies of this
book, and it's still a favorite; now my husband loves the Filipino egg rolls, and the authentic

Ethiopian section brings back fond memories of time I spent working there. Over the years we've
tried a high proportion of the recipes, and they've never failed or turned out "wrong." You will need
access to some unusual ingredients, but many come in dried forms you could order over the
internet if the selection in your town is limited. There's a helpful ingredient dictionary that suggests
some substitutions. Any unfamilar techniques are explained so clearly, it's hard for even an
inexperienced cook to mess things up. This is a great cookbook for any adventurous eater!

When I was a kid I used to come home and turn on the Frugal Gourmet as he whipped up his
meals. It was the first cooking show that I had ever seen and I still have fond memories of it. I
bought this cookbook at a second hand store and have loved it ever since. The book breaksdown
into chapters introducing and including simple recipes from different countries. Each dish is a
typical, common meal that you would be served if you were there. The food is easy to make and all
the ingredients are things you should be able to pick up in the local grocery store. The countries
range from Cuba, Mexico, USA to Spain, Italy, Norway, France and then on to Ethiopia, Thailand,
Egypt, Philippines, and Japan. There are around 60 or so countries represented and I have
attempted to try foods from each. I love especially the Cuban, Hungarian, and German dishes. I
really like how Smith puts his personal touch in describing fondly some of the reasons he chose the
recipes. The Frugal Gourmet has a series of cook books but this one is a good starter. This is great
for someone who likes comfort food, and cuisine from different countries.

If you can't get your kids interested in history or world events, or better yet if they are, this cookbook
is just what you're looking for. No lesson about the world at large is complete until we connect with
those we hear about. Food is the ultimate form of communication, and this book communicates
brilliantly. Every listing of recipes from an ethinic group in this book includes a map of their place of
origin, and details of what great events of history shaped them. They also give the dates of major
surges of immigration to the US for each group. Help your family develop a hunger for history with
this book. You won't regret anything but the pounds (this stuff is delicious!).

My title blurb is a funny quote I remembered, Jeff Smith spoke on his entertaining PBS show. Before
'The Food Network' we had the witty and talented 'Frugal Gourmet'. This book deals with some
simplistic, yet very good classic old world dishes. Nothing fancy, just great traditional food!This is yet
another excellent cook book by Jeff Smith! It's full of great recipes and stories by a very talented
cook and writer. This one focuses on old world cooking. I have used many of these recipes and

found them to be very good. Being a home grown cook myself and having had many of my
grandmother's classic recipes handed down to me, I found this book to be very helpful in expanding
my culinary taste buds.Jeff Smith entertained us for years on his PBS program 'The Frugal
Gourmet'. Not only did he teach us many savory dishes, he also educated us. Not satisfied with just
cooking delicious meals for his viewers, he would give detailed history lessons about the origins of
the dish and made it all a lot of fun!This may be Mr. Smiths best cook book and it is a worthy edition
to everyone's cook book library. I own and have read many, if not all of his cook books, not only for
the man's knowledge of cooking, but his incredible wit! This guy was funny and I would have loved
to have hung out and throw a few beers down with him.Unfortunately, this man had some very
seriously bad press released about his personal life and well..... I am not one to spread rumors.....he
seemed like a great guy and sadly he died before he was able to clear his name.R.I.P. Frugs!

I refer to this book often! It's a MUST HAVE! Of course I adore Jeff Smith and his assistant Craig. I
used to watch them regularly on PBS. In fact, there have been many times while I was reading one
of the recipes or the little anecdotes that he has written when describing the recipes and I could
practically hear his voice, reading it to me.The history lessons given in the book just by themselves
are awesome! I learned more reading this book (and actually remember it) than I did in high school
history! I may not remember everything about the War of 1812 but I can sure tell you about who the
Basque people are and what Haggis is!My three favorite books are:Better Homes & Gardens "New
Cook Book", "The L L Bean Cook Book" and Jeff Smith's "The Frugal Gourmet Immigrant
Ancestors". These are the books that I refer to most!
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